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Abstract
Directed cell migration often occurs when individual cells move in response to an
external chemical stimulus. Cells can respond by moving in either the direction of
increasing (chemoattraction) or decreasing (chemorepulsion) concentration. Many
previous models of directed cell migration use a lattice-based framework where
agents undergo a lattice-based random walk and the direction of nearest-neighbour
motility events is biased in a preferred direction. Such lattice-based models can lead
to unrealistic configurations of agents, since the agents always move on an artificial
lattice structure which is never observed experimentally. We present a lattice-free
model of directed cell migration that incorporates two key features. First, agents
move on a continuous domain, with the possibility that there is some preferred
direction of motion. Second, to be consistent with experimental observations, we
enforce a crowding mechanism so that motility events that would lead to agent
overlap are not permitted. We compare simulation data from the new lattice-free
model with a more traditional lattice-based model. To provide additional insight
into the lattice-free model, we construct an approximate conservation statement
which corresponds to a nonlinear advection–diffusion equation in the continuum
limit. The solution of this mean-field model compares well with averaged data from
the individual-based model.
Key words: advection; chemotaxis; biased random walk; exclusion process;
nonlinear diffusion; scratch assay.
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1 Introduction
Directed cell movement is essential for a variety of physiological processes2
including wound healing, angiogenesis, axons guidance and bacterial migration
[1–5]. Typically, cells move in a particular direction in response to an external4
factor, such as a chemical stimulus. For example, white blood cells can move
towards a site of infection in response to chemicals released by the bacteria6
causing the infection [5,6]. The directed movement of cells along a chemical
gradient is called chemotaxis. A chemical which acts as an attractant is called8
a chemoattractant, whereas a chemical which acts as a repellent is called a
chemorepellent [5].10
Cell motility is often studied using in vitro techniques, such as a scratch as-
say, where cells are grown in a two-dimensional monolayer before part of the12
population is scratched, leaving a region of unoccupied substrate that the
remaining cells subsequently recolonize [7]. Other experiments are used to in-14
vestigate chemotaxis specifically by, for example, investigating the relationship
between the concentration of chemoattractant and the amount of directional16
bias cells exhibit [5].
Discrete random walk models are often used to study collective cell motion,18
including chemotaxis [1,2,8]. These models produce snapshots of the spreading
population and movie-based data that are easy to compare with experimental20
images and time-lapse data [9]. There are two key classes of random walk
model that have been used to represent collective cell migration processes.22
Lattice-based random walk models represent the spatial domain as a regular
lattice. Individual cell motility events are usually modelled using a nearest-24
neighbour random walk process. Many relevant applications of collective cell
spreading involve situations where interactions between neighbouring cells are26
important since experiments are often initiated at a relatively high cell den-
sity [10–12]. Experimental observations of the effects of cell-to-cell interactions28
[12] have motivated the development of random walk models which incorporate
crowding effects, For example, in an exclusion process [13], each lattice site can30
be occupied by, at most, a single agent. In this type of model, individual move-
ment events depend on the state of the system. For example, a motility event32
that would place an agent on an occupied site would be aborted and these
aborted events are interpreted as a crowding effect [14–16]. Directional bias34
can be incorporated into these models by allowing the probabilities of choos-
ing a target site for the nearest-neighbour random walk to be unequal [1,17],36
although other models of directed motion are also possible [18,19]. Lattice-
based exclusion process models have been used to represent many processes38
in cell biology, including cancer cell migration [7,14], wound healing [20,21]
and development [9]. In a lattice-based model, the direction of movement is40
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chosen from a discrete set of directions corresponding to nearest-neighbour
lattice sites, for example: left, right, up or down on a two-dimensional square42
lattice.
Images from experimental investigations clearly show that individual cells are44
not arranged on a regular lattice [7,12,22]. Lattice-free random walk mod-
els permit agents to reside within a continuous spatial domain and allow di-46
rection of movement to be a continuous variable [24]. Continuum limit ap-
proximations have been derived for a population of cells undergoing a biased48
position-jump process [23,25] or biased velocity-jump process [26], and can be
either a chemotaxis equation or an anisotropic diffusion equation, depending50
on the strength of the bias [27]. However, these earlier results do not include
cell-to-cell interactions and crowding effects, which are thought to have a ma-52
jor impact on collective behaviour [2]. More recently, cell-to-cell interactions
have been incorporated into lattice-free models using various individual-level54
mechanisms. For example, refs. [28,29] used a simple, unbiased random walk
with an attempt-and-abort volume exclusion mechanism; this has been ex-56
tended to the biased case [30]. Refs. [31,32] used Brownian motion plus drift
to model agent motility with a hard disk collision mechanism for volume ex-58
clusion. Refs. [33,34] modelled crowding using a neighbour-dependent inter-
action force, rather than a strict volume exclusion mechanism. These models60
could include a global bias, as well as local neighbour-dependent bias, but
the results presented applied to the case without global bias. The different62
individual-level mechanisms of [28,30,31,33,34] give rise to different nonlinear
advection–diffusion equations or integro-differential equations for the average64
agent density.
There has been an increasing interest in deriving approximate mean-field66
(continuum-limit) descriptions of individual-based random walk models with
cell-to-cell interactions. These often take the form of a partial differential68
equation (PDE) for agent density. Such descriptions can provide greater in-
sight than is possible from simulations of an individual-based model alone.70
For example, the averaged behaviour of an unbiased lattice-based exclusion
process can be described by the linear diffusion equation [13], whereas com-72
bining proliferation with unbiased motility in a lattice-based model leads to
a reaction–diffusion PDE which is a generalization of the Fisher–Kolmogorov74
equation [35–37]. Incorporating directional bias in a lattice-based exclusion
process leads to a nonlinear advection–diffusion PDE [17]. Contact effects, such76
as cell-to-cell adhesion, can lead to a nonlinear diffusion equation [14,38,39], a
nonlinear advection equation [40] or an equation of Cahn–Hilliard type [41,42].78
However, the form of the nonlinearity can depend on the geometry of the lat-
tice (e.g. square or triangular) [43], highlighting the fact that the choice of80
lattice is non-unique and can affect model predictions.
One of the key differences between lattice-based and lattice-free models is in82
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the maximum density of agents. The highest density arrangement of circles in a
plane is a hexagonal tessellation, giving an area occupancy of π/
√
12, which is84
greater than the area occupancy associated with a square lattice arrangement,
π/4. However, random variations in agent locations mean that the lattice-free86
model is extremely unlikely to get close to its theoretical maximum density,
whereas in a lattice-based model the agents are always arranged in a regular88
pattern, making it much easier to achieve the maximum density [28]. Because
of this difference, cell proliferation in a lattice-free model leads to a source term90
in the PDE that is smaller than the corresponding source term in a lattice-
based PDE description [44]. Another consequence of this difference is that a92
greater proportion of attempted motility events are aborted in a lattice-free
model than a corresponding lattice-based model. These differences manifest in94
the mean-field PDE description since an unbiased lattice-based model leads
to a linear diffusion PDE whereas an unbiased lattice-free model leads to96
a nonlinear diffusion PDE [45]. However, the appropriate mean-field PDE
description of a lattice-free model incorporating crowding effects of directional98
bias have not yet been considered or compared with the equivalent results from
a lattice-based model.100
In this work we present and analyze a lattice-free model of biased cell motility
that is an extension of previous models of unbiased cell motility [28,45]. We102
model directional bias at the individual agent level using a continuous circular
distribution of movement directions that is peaked in a particular direction.104
This is different to the mechanism of [31,32], which was based on background
convective drift, and [30], which was effectively a piecewise constant distribu-106
tion of movement directions. Circular distributions have been used previously
to model directed movement in both position-jump processes [23,25,46] and108
velocity-jump processes [23,26,27,47], but these studies do not include cell-to-
cell interactions. We do not include cell proliferation or cell death since we110
wish to focus on the impact of directional bias in the motility mechanism.
Neglecting cell proliferation is reasonable since the timescale of cell motility112
is approximately 20-30 minutes, whereas cell proliferation occurs over much
larger time scales, approximately 24-48 hours [48]. The neglect of cell prolif-114
eration and death means that our model is relevant for in vitro experiments
which are typically conducted over short intervals of time, typically less than116
24 hours, where an excess of nutrients is supplied so that cell death does not
occur [48]. We derive an approximate mean-field nonlinear advection–diffusion118
PDE for the lattice-free model and show that this description differs from the
corresponding PDE description of a lattice-based model. We compare solu-120
tions of the lattice-free PDE to averaged density profiles from simulations
of the individual-based model, as well as comparing lattice-free results with122
an analogous model based on a square lattice [17]. Although other lattice
geometries are possible, such as a triangular lattice [14,49] or an irregular lat-124
tice [50,51], we choose to use a square lattice for comparison as this is the
most commonly used lattice geometry in models of collective cell behaviour126
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[1,7,16,21,52–56]. Consistent with previous findings [28,44], we show that the
lattice-based and lattice-free models behave similarly when the agent density128
is sufficiently low, but behave differently when the agent density is high.
2 Individual-based model130
We consider a population of N agents moving in a rectangular region, −a ≤
x ≤ a, −b ≤ y ≤ b. Since we do not consider proliferation or death, the total132
population size N is fixed. All agents are disks of diameter ∆.
2.1 Lattice-free model134
We consider a discrete time process where, during each time step of duration
τ , each agent attempts to move with probability Pm. The direction of each136
potential movement event is a random variable Θ, with probability density
function f(θ). The agent attempts to move in a straight line from the current138
location, (x, y), to a target location
(x + ∆ cos(Θ), y + ∆ sin(Θ)). (1)
If this straight-line path would cause the agent attempting to move to overlap140
with another agent, at any point between the initial location and the target
location, the potential movement event is aborted and the agent remains at142
(x, y). This is a simple volume exclusion model that treats the cells as disks
of fixed diameter [28]. Other types of crowding mechanism have also been144
considered, for example a hard sphere collision model [31,57], or a repulsion
force between neighbouring cells that is a function of the distance between146
them, representing the ability of cells to deform as a result of cell–cell contacts
[33]. We choose a fixed step length ∆, which coincides with the agent diameter,148
and this choice is consistent with the lattice-based model (Sec. 2.2); however, it
is straightforward to generalise this and allow the step length to be drawn from150
a distribution [19]. The distribution of movement directions is determined by
f(θ). If f(θ) is a uniform distribution on [0, 2π], the movement is unbiased (Fig.152
1(a)-(b)) and the model is equivalent to that of [28]. If f(θ) is peaked around
some angle θ0 then the movement is biased in the direction of θ0 (Fig. 1(c)-(d)).154
The fact that we treat θ as a continuous variable, rather than being chosen
from a discrete set of directions, makes the lattice-free model fundamentally156
different from a lattice-based model. For example, even we were to initialise
the agents regularly, this regularity would be lost as the lattice-free model158




















Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the lattice-free model. (a) Shows f(θ) in the case
where there is no preferred direction and all directions are equally likely, as illus-
trated in (b). (c) Shows f(θ) in the case where the probability density function is
peaked at a preferred angle θ0 = π, meaning that movement is more likely to occur
in that direction, as illustrated in (d). The schematic in (e) shows how the spatial
domain can be discretized into strips of width ∆ to facilitate the construction of an
approximate conservation statement that allows us to derive an approximate PDE
description of the lattice-free model with directional bias.
2.2 Lattice-based model160
We consider a lattice-based model that has been studied previously [17] and
we only describe it briefly here. The lattice-based model is an exclusion process162
on a square lattice, with lattice spacing ∆. During each time step, of duration
τ , each agent is given the opportunity to move with probability Pm. A motile164
agent at site (x, y) attempts to move to (x±∆, y) or (x, y±∆), with probability
(1 ± ρx)/4 or (1 ± ρy)/4, respectively. The parameters ρx ∈ [−1, 1] and ρy ∈166
[−1, 1] control the direction and strength of the bias: if ρx = ρy = 0, the
movement in unbiased; if ρx = 1, the horizontal component of all successful168
motility events will be directed in the positive x direction whereas if ρx = −1
the horizontal component of all successful motility events will be directed in170
the negative x direction. Since the model is an exclusion process any potential
motility event that would place an agent on an occupied site is aborted.172
2.3 Simulation method
Each realisation of the individual-based model is initialised with N agents174
placed uniformly, at random, within the region −x0 < x < x0 and −b < y < b.
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In the lattice-based model, no more than one agent is permitted to occupy any176
lattice site. In the lattice-free model, no two agents are permitted to overlap.
A potential location (xi, yi) is generated for the i
th agent and the distance178
between (xi, yi) and (xj, yj) is calculated for j = 1, . . . , i − 1. If this distance
is less than ∆ for any j, the potential location (xi, yi) is discarded and a new180
location is generated. This process is repeated until an allowable location for
the ith agent is found, and further repeated until N agents have been placed182
within the region −x0 < x < x0 and −b < y < b.
The algorithm for initialising agent locations is a random sequential adsorption184
process. Agents placed later on in such a process tend to be more jammed in
than agents placer earlier [58] and there is a maximum achievable density of186
agents, which is approximately that of a lattice that is 70% occupied [59]. To
avoid problems associated with approaching the maximum density, we set188
the initial number of agents to correspond to a lattice that is 60% occupied
in the region −x0 < x < x0 and −b < y < b in both models. This means that190
each simulation is initialized with N = 0.6(4x0b) agents. Other methods for
initialising agent locations in the lattice-free model are possible, for example192
initialising agents on a regular lattice and then adding noise.
For both the lattice-based and lattice-free models, each agent is given the194
opportunity to move, one at a time, with probability Pm per time step. Any
potential motility event that would place an agent outside the domain, −a ≤196
x ≤ a, −b ≤ y ≤ b, is aborted. The horizontal length of the domain, 2a, is
chosen to be sufficiently large that agents do not typically reach the boundaries198
at x = ±a during the time scale of the simulation.
In the lattice-free model, we use a wrapped normal distribution for the direc-200
tion of movement, which is a circular distribution defined on [0, 2π] [60]. In












d , θ ∈ R. (2)
These random deviates are subsequently inserted into trigonometric functions204
in Eq. (1), so this is equivalent to generating random deviates from a wrapped
normal distribution. The parameter σd controls the strength of the bias: when206
σd is large, the wrapped normal distribution approximates a uniform distri-
bution on [0, 2π] (see Fig. 1(a)-(b)); as σd becomes smaller, the distribution208
becomes increasingly peaked at θ = θ0, corresponding to stronger bias (see
Fig. 1(c)-(d)). To simplify our comparison of the lattice-based and lattice-free210
frameworks we set ρy = 0 in the lattice-based model and θ0 = π in the lattice-
free model so the direction of bias is always in the negative x direction. This212
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is for convenience only and other choices of bias direction are equally possible.
Our choices of geometry and initial condition mean that the distribution of214
agents is uniform in the vertical direction. Although both individual-based
models are genuinely two-dimensional process, by averaging in the vertical di-216
rection, we can study the dynamics of the models in a one-dimensional frame-
work [9,28]. To obtain average agent density profiles, we perform m identically218
prepared realisations of the individual-based model. In the kth realisation, we
count the number of agents nk(x, t) whose horizontal coordinate lies in the220
interval [x−∆/2, x+∆/2) at time t (see Fig. 1(e)). The average agent density








This is a double average over the vertical coordinate y and over the m realisa-
tions. Increasing either m or b increases the number of agents used to estimate224
C(x, t). The factor ∆/(2b) normalises the agent density so that C(x, t) is di-
mensionless and C(x, t) = 1 corresponds to the density of a fully occupied226
square lattice of lattice spacing ∆. The initial condition described above is
equivalent to C(x, 0) = 0.6 for −x0 ≤ x ≤ x0. Note that C is equal to 4φ/π228
where φ is the fraction of area occupied. It is therefore possible for C(x, t) to
exceed 1 in the lattice-free model (the theoretical upper bound corresponding230
to a hexagonal arrangement of agents is φ = π/
√
12, i.e. C = 2/
√
3). How-
ever, it is extremely unlikely for agents to become arranged in such a regular232
way and previous results [28] show that, even in models where proliferation is
included, C(x, t) does not exceed 1 on physiologically relevant timescales.234
3 Mean-field description
To obtain an approximate mean-field description of the lattice-free model, we236
divide the domain into vertical strips of width ∆ and we let C(x, t) represent
the density of agents in a strip whose centre has horizontal coordinate x (see238
Fig. 1(e)). To incorporate crowding effects, we assume that an attempted
motility event that would place an agent onto a vertical strip occupied at240
density C is successful with probability given by the function P (C) [45]. Thus
P (C) is the conditional probability of a movement being successful given that242
the movement is attempted. It is reasonable to assume that this function is
independent of the bias strength because bias affects the choice of direction244
but, once that direction is chosen, the likelihood of successful movement only
depends the density of agents in that direction. The choice of this function can246
include various model scenarios. If there are no crowding effects, all potential
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movement attempts are successful, and P (C) ≡ 1. In a lattice-based model,248
if we neglect correlations between the occupancies of agents on the lattice, we
have P (C) = 1−C [14,17,43]. In a lattice-free model, invoking similar assump-250
tions that amount to the neglect of spatial correlations, we have previously
shown that P (C) ≈ 1 − 2C + C2 [45]. In all cases, we have P (0) = 1 so that,252
in the low-density limit, all attempted movement events are successful. Since
1 − 2C + C2 = (1 − C)2 < 1 − C for 0 < C < 1, we expect that crowding ef-254
fects will be stronger in the lattice-free model than in the lattice-based model,
which is consistent with previous observations for unbiased motion [28,44].256
We now develop an approximate conservation statement for a vertical strip as
illustrated in Fig. 1(e), during some time interval of duration τ . We let r and258
l be the probabilities that an attempted movement event will take an agent
initially located in a strip centred at x to a strip centred at x±∆ respectively.260
The expected change in the density of a strip centred at x during a single time
step of duration τ is262
δC(x, t) = Pmτ
[
rC(x − ∆, t)P (C(x, t)) + lC(x + ∆, t)P (C(x, t))
− rC(x, t)P (C(x + ∆, t)) − lC(x, t)P (C(x − ∆, t))
]
.
Each term in this discrete conservation statement can be interpreted as the
probability of an agent in a particular strip attempting to move to a neigh-264
bouring strip, multiplied by the probability that such a movement attempt
will be successful. In doing this, we are making the standard assumption that266
the occupancies of adjacent strips are independent [17]. This assumption may
not always be valid as short-range correlations in agent can develop under268
certain situations [61,62]. However, this assumption has proved reasonable for
unbiased motion, provided agent proliferation is rare relative to agent motility270
[28]. To obtain a continuous description, we expand C(x±∆) in a Taylor series
about x:272








We now take the continuum limit ∆, τ → 0, with ∆2/τ held constant, giving




























In the unbiased case (r = l), we have v(C) ≡ 0, leaving a nonlinear diffu-276
sion PDE, which is consistent with previous results [45]. In the low-density
limit (C → 0, P (C) → 1), the mean-field PDE reduces to the usual linear278
advection–diffusion equation [19] since v(C) and D(C) are constants. Equa-
tions (3) and (4) can be applied in the lattice-based and lattice-free frame-280
works. The differences between these models lie in the expression for the prob-
ability of successful movement P (C) and the probabilities of moving to a strip282
to the right (r) or left (l) of the current strip.
In the lattice-based framework, r and l are obtained directly from the individual-284
based model as r = (1 + ρx)/4 and l = (1 − ρx)/4, giving a straightforward
correspondence between ρx and the advection and diffusion coefficients in Eq.286
(4). As usual with biased random walks, to obtain a well defined PDE de-
scription, Pm(r − l)∆/τ must remain finite and non-zero in the continuum288
limit, which implies that ρx must scale with ∆ as ∆, τ → 0 [19,23,63]. For this
reason, the mean-field PDE may be inappropriate when the bias is sufficiently290
strong [25].
In the lattice-free model, r and l depend on the direction distribution f(θ)292
more subtly than in the lattice-based model. We calculate the advection and
diffusion coefficients in the low-density limit by considering the behaviour294
of a single, isolated agent that is not subject to any crowding effects. The
low-density advection coefficient, v(0), corresponds to the mean horizontal296
displacement of such an agent per unit time [19]. The horizontal displacement








where ck is the k








cosk(θ)f(θ)dθ. k = 1, 2, . . . . (5)
Similarly, the low-density diffusion coefficient, D(0), is equal to half of the300













Combining these low-density limits with Eq. (4) gives expressions for v(C)302

























To satisfy the requirement that c1 is proportional to ∆ in the continuum306
limit, the direction distribution f(θ) needs to approach a uniform distribution
(i.e. become increasingly weakly biased) as ∆, τ → 0. As for the lattice-based308
model, we anticipate that the mean-field PDE will be less accurate for strongly
biased motion (i.e. when |c1| is sufficiently large).310







0.6, −x0 < x < x0,
0, otherwise.
No-flux boundary conditions are applied at x = ±a. Numerical solutions of312
Eq. (3) are obtained using MATLAB’sR© pdepe routine, which uses the method
of lines [64] and the ode15s ODE routine [65], on a uniformly discretized mesh314
with spacing δx = 0.1. For the lattice-based model we set P (C) = 1 − C [17]
and for the lattice-free model we set P (C) = 1 − 2C + C2 [45].316
4 Results
Snapshots from both the lattice-based and lattice-free models are shown in318
Fig. 2. The effect of the directional bias is clear in both models, causing a
drift of agents in the negative x direction.320
Averaged agent density profiles are shown in Fig. 3, together with the numer-
ical solution of the corresponding mean-field PDE. In the unbiased case (Fig.322
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Lattice-based Lattice-free
t = 0 t = 0
t = 250 t = 250
t = 500 t = 500
Fig. 2. Snapshots of the lattice-based and lattice-free individual-based models. Parameter values: Pm = 1, ρx = −0.3, σd = 1.63,
∆ = τ = 1. Initial condition: N = 120 agents randomly located in −10 < x < 10, −5 < y < 5.
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Lattice-based Lattice-free
(a) Unbiased ρx = 0 (b) Unbiased σd → ∞
































(c) Weak bias ρx = −0.15 (d) Weak bias σd = 2.4
































(e) Strong bias ρx = −0.3 (f) Strong bias σd = 1.8


































Fig. 3. Average agent density profiles from m = 100 realisations of the individu-
al-based model (blue) together with solutions of the corresponding mean-field PDE
(green) at time t = 0, t = 250 and t = 500. In the unbiased lattice-free model
shown in (b), the direction of movement is chosen from a uniform distribution, i.e.
f(θ) = 1/(2π). Parameter values: Pm = 1, ∆ = τ = 1. Initial condition: N = 120
agents randomly located in −10 < x < 10, −5 < y < 5.
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3(a)-(b)), agents move without directional bias and the mean-field PDE is a
nonlinear diffusion equation (v(C) ≡ 0). The average agent density spreads324
symmetrically outwards from the initial condition. When directional bias is
introduced (Fig. 3(c)-(f)), the agent density profiles drift in the negative x di-326
rection. As expected, the drift is higher when the bias is strong (Fig. 3(e)-(f))
than when the bias is weak (Fig. 3(c)-(d)).328
The agent density profiles for biased movement become skewed to the left over
time. This is in contrast to a linear advection–diffusion equation (which de-330
scribes biased motility without crowding effects), for which the density profiles
remain symmetric for all time [19]. The asymmetry develops because agents at332
the leading edge of the population, where C(x, t) ≈ 0, are free to move in the
direction of the bias without being crowded. These uncrowded agents can tra-334
verse large distances relatively quickly. Conversely, agents further back from
the leading edge, where C(x, t) ≫ 0, are more likely to experience aborted336
motility events due to crowding. This means that the trailing edge of the pop-
ulation moves more slowly than the leading edge. In general, this effect occurs338
in both the lattice-based and lattice-free models and is more pronounced when
the bias is strong. The mean-field PDE predicts the asymmetry quite accu-340
rately when bias is weak to moderate, but, as expected, loses accuracy when
the bias is strong.342
Results in Fig. 4 show the mean horizontal location of all agents, starting from
the same initial condition as in Fig. 3, at time t = 500, as a function of the344
bias strength. The mean location in the individual-based model is averaged
across all agents in the population and across many identically prepared real-346
izations of the same stochastic process. The solution of the PDE also provides
a prediction of mean location [19]348
mean location =
∫ a
−a xC(x, t) dx
∫ a
−a C(x, t) dx
, (8)
which is evaluated numerically using the trapezoid rule. The mean-field models
predict the mean location of the agents reasonably accurately for a range of350
bias strengths. Fig. 4 also shows the mean location for a population of agents
moving without crowding effects (i.e. with no aborted movements), which is352
simply v(0)t [19]. This shows that crowding effects reduce the average distance
moved in both the lattice-based and lattice-free models. We also note that354
agents in the lattice-based model move further than agents in the lattice-free
model. This difference is because crowding effects are felt more strongly in the356
lattice-free model, and confirms that our approximation of the probability of
a successful movement, P (C), accurately captures these differences.358
Since the lattice-based and lattice-free models involve different parameters
to control the bias strength, the mean location results in Fig. 4 results are360
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v(0)
Fig. 4. Mean horizontal location at time t = 500 averaged over m = 100 realisa-
tions of the individual-based model (solid blue) and for the mean-field PDE (dashed
green) against the low-density advection coefficient v(0) for the lattice-based (thin)
and lattice-free (thick) models. The dotted black line shows the mean horizontal
location of a population moving without crowding effects, v(0)t. Parameter val-
ues: Pm = 1, ∆ = τ = 1. Initial condition: N = 120 agents randomly located in
−10 < x < 10, −5 < y < 5.
given as a function of v(0), which is a measure of bias strength applicable to
both models; v(0) is related to the bias parameters ρx and σd using Eqs. (4)362
and (6) respectively. In the lattice-based model, the restriction that |ρx| ≤ 1
means that |v(0)| ≤ Pm∆/(2τ), whereas in the lattice-free model |c1| ≤ 1 so364
|v(0)| ≤ Pm∆/τ . Hence, for the same values of ∆ and τ , the lattice-free model
can support stronger bias than the lattice-based model. This is a consequence366
of the standard assumption that the probabilities of moving vertically in the
lattice-based model are fixed at (1 ± ρy)/4 in each vertical direction, so the368
maximum probability of moving the preferred direction is 1/2. In the lattice-
free model, in the limit σd → 0, the probability of moving in the preferred370
direction tends to 1.
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v(0)
Fig. 5. Standard deviation of horizontal location at time t = 500 in m = 100 realisa-
tions of the individual-based model (solid blue) and for the mean-field PDE (dashed
green) against the low-density advection coefficient v(0) for the lattice-based (thin)
and lattice-free (thick) models. The standard deviation of the horizontal location
of a population moving without bias and without crowding effects is s0(t) = 16.8
at time t = 500. Parameter values: Pm = 1, ∆ = τ = 1. Initial condition: N = 120
agents randomly located in −10 < x < 10, −5 < y < 5.
Fig. 5 shows the standard deviation of the horizontal location of all agents,372
starting from the same initial condition as in Fig. 3, at time t = 500, as a
function of the bias strength. For the PDE model, the mean value of x2 is cal-374
culated analogously to Eq. (8) and the standard deviation is then calculated in
the usual way. The results in Fig. 5 measure the amount of horizontal spread-376
ing of the population. The standard deviation of the horizontal location of a
population of agents starting from the same initial condition and moving with378






effects have little effect on the spreading in the unbiased case: all curves in Fig.380
5 converge approximately on s0(t) at v(0) = 0. As bias increases, crowding
effects cause the population to become increasingly spread out (higher stan-382
dard deviation). This is a reflection of the results seen in Fig. 3, where the
leading edge of the biased population moves more rapidly than the trailing384
edge, leading to increased spreading. The mean-field PDE captures these ef-
17
fects in the lattice-based model reasonably accurately for weak bias, but loses386
accuracy as the bias becomes stronger. Interestingly, the mean-field PDE for
the lattice-free model provides a reasonable match even at very strong bias388
(stronger than is even possible in the lattice-based model).
5 Discussion and Conclusion390
We have developed a lattice-free individual-based model for directed cell mo-
tion. This model is applicable in a variety of biological settings where cells392
are moving in the presence of a chemoattractant or chemorepellent. To pro-
vide mathematical insight into the discrete model, we derived an approximate394
mean-field description, which takes the form of a nonlinear advection–diffusion
equation. Crowding effects in the mean-field description are represented by a396
function P (C), which approximates the probability that an attempt to place
an agent on a strip, at density C, is successful. Our model is different from398
classical random walk models, which ignore crowding effects, implicitly as-
suming P (C) = 1, which leads to a linear advection–diffusion equation [19].400
In lattice-based models with crowding effects, P (C) is simply the probabil-
ity of a randomly chosen lattice site being vacant, so that P (C) = 1 − C.402
This leads to an equation where the diffusion term is linear and the advection
term is nonlinear [17]. Our recent results [45] gave an approximate expression404
for P (C) in an unbiased lattice-free model, which led to a nonlinear diffusion
term. Here, we have extended this framework to deal with biased motion,406
which leads to an advection–diffusion equation where both the advection and
diffusion terms are nonlinear. Comparing averaged agent density profiles to408
the solution of our PDE description confirms that the mean-field PDE pro-
vides an accurate description of the average behaviour, thereby confirming410
that P (C) captures the key crowding effects in the individual-based model.
Directional bias is modelled differently in the lattice-based and lattice-free412
models. In the lattice-based model, the probability that an isolated motile
agent moves parallel to any given direction is constant. In other words, move-414
ment in the horizontal direction is independent of movement in the vertical
direction. In contrast, the direction of movement in the lattice-free model is416
drawn from a continuous, circular distribution. As the bias becomes stronger,
the probability of moving in the preferred direction increases at the expense of418
the probability of moving in a wider and wider range of other directions. This
difference means that the lattice-free model can support stronger bias than the420
lattice-based model. It would be possible to modify the lattice-based model so
that probabilities of choosing to move in the vertical direction could decrease422
as horizontal bias becomes stronger. One of the advantages of the lattice-free
framework is that the preferred direction can be any angle θ ∈ [0, 2π] and424
the bias strength is controlled by a single parameter. We have investigated
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collective cell motion with a fixed direction of bias. This is relevant in some426
experimental scenarios, for example where cells are migrating towards a dis-
tant or a spatially extended source of chemoattractant. It would also be pos-428
sible to introduce a spatial or temporal dependence into the direction of bias,
for example to model the chemotactic response to a variable concentration430
gradient.
Dyson and Baker [30] considered a biased lattice-free model with volume ex-432
clusion. Bias was modelled by assigning a higher probability to movement
directions within π/2 of the preferred direction. Our model offers more flex-434
ibility in describing the effects of directional bias as the movement direction
is drawn from a continuous circular distribution, which is the natural class436
of distribution for movement directions in a two-dimensional space [60]. Al-
though we have used a wrapped normal distribution in the numerical results,438
this could readily be substituted by any other circular distribution, such as a
von Mises distribution, a wrapped Cauchy distribution or even non-unimodal440
distributions. For example, if movement along a given axis were more likely
than movement perpendicular to it, this could be modelled using a bimodal442
distribution peaked at directions parallel to the preferred axis (e.g. at θ = 0
and θ = π for a horizontal axis).444
Our mean-field PDE model for the lattice-free model can be generalised to
include descriptions of populations where multiple types, or species, of agents446
are present. The motion of each species can be governed by its own set of
motility and bias parameters. In this more general case, the PDE for the448






































j Cj is the total density of all species combined and vi and450
Di are the advection and diffusion coefficients respectively for species i in
the low-density limit. This generalises the lattice-based result of [17], where452
P (C) = 1 − C, to the lattice-free setting.
The continuum limit approximation we have derived gives a good prediction454
of average agent density when the bias is relatively weak, but breaks down
if the bias is too strong. This is a common feature of biased random walk456
models where the bias affects the probability of moving in a given direction.
Many continuum limit equations apply in a weak-bias limit [19,23,63] and458
either break down or change form if the bias is sufficiently strong [25,27,46].
In contrast, models with background drift do not have this limitation as the460
drift induces a corresponding linear advection term in the continuum limit
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equation [31,32]. However, a background drift mechanism is more applicable462
as a model of convection, i.e. a deterministic component of agent movement,
than of a directional bias in individual agents’ movement probabilities. The464
continuum limit approximations derived by [33,34] apply in the case without
global bias and it is currently unknown whether these approaches will provide466
good approximations in the biased case.
The models considered in this study do not explicitly incorporate prolifera-468
tion or death processes. We intentionally neglected these processes so that we
could focus on directional bias in cell motility and we note that the neglect470
of proliferation is reasonable for typical experiments, which are conducted for
time periods shorter than the cell doubling time [48]. Nevertheless, it would be472
straightforward to incorporate cell proliferation and death into the individual-
based model. For the lattice-based case, this leads to a logistic growth term in474
the PDE [17] whereas, for the lattice-free model with unbiased motility, this
leads to a different source term that is smaller than the logistic model [28]. It476
remains to be tested whether the lattice-free source term accurately captures
proliferation in a lattice-free model that includes directional bias.478
Previous work has shown that the choice of using a lattice-free or lattice-based
model can affect estimates of cell proliferation rates from experimental den-480
sity data in, for example, a growth-to-confluence experiment [12]. Constraining
the cells to reside on an artificial lattice allows the population to reach con-482
fluence more rapidly and hence leads to reduced estimates of the intrinsic cell
proliferation rate [28,44]. The results in the present study indicate that sim-484
ilar issues could arise when estimating motility parameters in the presence
of a directional bias. For example, if experimental data describing the mean486
cell location were used to estimate the strength of bias, the results in Fig. 4
show that using a lattice-based model would lead to an underestimate of bias488
strength (smaller |v(0)|) compared to the lattice-free model.
As a final remark, we do not claim that the lattice-free model presented in490
this work is the correct description of directed cell motility, nor that the more
standard approach based on a square lattice is incorrect. Instead, we aim to492
show that, when cells in the individual-based model are not restricted to reside
and move on a predefined lattice, different outcomes are observed. Although we494
have shown results from a square lattice, other lattice geometries are possible
and may give different results. Therefore, parameter estimates obtained by496
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